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The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and Instructors of the Colorado Purple
Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association to post their personal thoughts and opinions. This is actually a
requirement for membership in our association schools and the CPMDDA in order to further engage
members in the intellectual aspect of their training, which is part of our mission of cultural
enrichment. This also serves to enlighten the instructors as to what is going on in the students’ minds.
The Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association and its association schools are institutions
of higher learning. For the most part, these postings will pertain to the individual’s personal journey,
experiences, or observations in and around their chosen martial arts training. Please feel free to read,
enjoy, and most of all, learn a few things.
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Etiquette
by Chloe Turner – Age 9
Tang Soo Do - 4th Gup

need to walk on the side until you get to the
place you are supposed to be go behind them
and line up your toes. When we are lining up

Etiquette: When you first come in

do not go in front of the line, because it

you bow towards the mat, when you leave

means that you are challenging the people

you bow facing the other direction. You also

you just walked past. When the instructor

need to bow on the mat by keeping your toes

bows we bow with him we also cannot go

together while you bow onto the mat. When

up until he does. One of the important

it is time to lineup the very first person in

etiquette rules are bowing.

line will put their toes on any line we need
to make our line straight by being on the

Bowing shows respect it is very

same line. Another thing that is important in

important to bow like when you bow out or

etiquette is to not call a senior person by

in either way bowing is very important. It is

their first name. If they are a younger belt

important to line up straight because you

you can call them by their first name, but if

may throw of the line. It is also important

they are a higher rank you call them by their

because if you are too far forward then you

last name. When we are lining up for

can challenge everybody in line. Etiquette is

marching don’t cut through the line. You

important, like how bowing shows respect
and like when we line up. Another thing that
is important is names. So if you were calling
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an older rank their first name you are not

sacred practice that has come long before

showing respect, but if you were calling

our time, and one that many people have

them by their last name you are showing

sacrificed much for in order to keep alive.

respect. It is very important to show

How you bow and where you bow to

etiquette and respect to other people.

are equally important as well. You must
keep your feet together, with toes touching

Dojang Etiquette
by Angelica Price
Tang Soo Do – 4th Gup

and bend your body forward at the waist
while keeping your back straight, making

I define etiquette as a set of rules

sure your hips go slightly back, with your

established by a group about how to conduct

eyes looking towards the ground, and hands

yourself appropriately in order to remain in

at your side. When you enter or leave the

good standing. One of the very first things I

dojang or another place where we come

learned about etiquette in the dojang is

together to train, you must bow towards the

knowing when and how to bow. Bowing

Shomen - or front of the room - with a

has many functions, and I strongly believe

shrine in the center that honors the teachers

that bowing is one of the key steps in

that came before us. When you train with a

beginning how to learn and understand all of

fellow student or your instructor, you bow to

the intricacies that go into Dojang Etiquette.

show gratitude for them training with you
When you first enter the dojang, or

and to acknowledge that you are going to

any area that you intend to train in, you must

begin working together. When you are

bow in order to honor and show respect for

finished working together you bow again to

the space. I believe that in doing so, you

show thanks for helping you to improve

acknowledge that what you are learning is a

your skills. You must also bow before and
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after you step on the mat, free match, begin

name. You must address them as Mr., Ms.,

to march, or start a form. Bowing is integral

or Mrs., and their last name. To me, this

to our practice of Tang Soo Do, and shows

indicates that you acknowledge that they are

reverence for the culture this art was born

senior to you, you respect them and the hard

from.

work they put in to get to where they are,
and that they have knowledge they can pass

Another rule of etiquette in the

on to you. I believe it is also polite to

dojang is how you present yourself when

address those that are your same rank or

you train. It is disrespectful to show up to

your junior in the same manner, but it is not

class in a dirty uniform, wearing your

required. However, that does not mean that

uniform top incorrectly, tying your belt

they should be respected any less. Your

unevenly/incorrectly, and/or wearing any

juniors are just as important to the school as

type of jewelry that could cause harm to

your seniors because they can teach you and

yourself or others while training. These are

help you grow by passing the knowledge

things you learn when you first become a

that you have down to them.

student, and it is understandable to make a
few mistakes when you are first learning,

Another large part of Dojang

but to repeat the same mistakes multiple

Etiquette is how you treat and interact with

times indicate a lack of respect for the art,

your instructor. You must always address

your instructor, and your fellow peers.

you instructor as Sabom-nim, Sabom, by
their last name, or sir/ma’am. It is

In addition to how you present

extremely disrespectful to call your teacher

yourself, you must also know how to respect

by their first name, because I think this

your peers. If a fellow student is senior to

indicates that you do not acknowledge

you, you must never call them by their first
4

and/or recognize them as a teacher, the hard

the mat. Treat everyone with love and

work they put in to get to where they are

respect, and put your best work into

now, the knowledge that they have to pass

everything you do. Do not go actively

down to you, and that overall, you do not

seeking conflict to ―test out‖ your skills.

respect them as a person. That is a serious

We practice this art to keep the tradition

breach of etiquette. You should also keep

alive, to improve ourselves as best we can,

good communication with your Sabom if

and to defend ourselves and others only

you are unable to make it to class. I also

when absolutely necessary.

believe it is disrespectful to miss class

Etiquette Proposal
by Vivian Coffey
Tang Soo Do - 3rd Dan

frequently without good reason, because it
can cause unnecessary worry, it can waste

Thank you for the opportunity to

your teacher and your peer’s time if you are

provide input and contribute to our school in

not there to train and keep up with class, and

this manner. Because the students are

it shows that the art is not important to you.

training their spirit, mind and body it is

I feel that if your heart truly is not in the art,

important that their focus be supported in

it is okay to accept that and do something

the following manner:

else that you find fulfilling. However, it is
not okay to disrespect everyone’s time by

Audience: ALL:

not taking the art seriously, failing to

Please do not bring any food or drink (unless

communicate, and only coming to class

in a sealable bottle, preferably water)

when it is convenient.

keeping the space clear and clean for the

Lastly, another part of proper Dojang

students to train is the highest show of

Etiquette is how you conduct yourself off

respect to their intent and desire to better
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themselves. Place your personal belongings

ending is requested. After class stretching is

to train under the bench to keep the entry

encouraged to prevent injury and soreness.

area clear (safety hazard).

If there is not class after yours, with
permission from your instructor stretching is

Please observe in silence when students are

allowed. If there is a class, please bow out,

training. Place calls on silent or buzz and

grab your belongings and leave after being

step outside or in your vehicle to take a call

dismissed by your instructor. *If you need to

(urgent matters are of course understood).

leave before class is over, make sure that the

Students already observe this standard.

instructor knows this information in
Audience: Training students

advance. Do not interrupt the instructor to

Do-boks – Make every attempt to have your

leave during class. Simply leave as long as

do-bok clean and presentable (no wrinkles)

you bow out respectfully at your appointed

for every training session. Hang up your do-

and agreed time.

bok between washes. Do not eat in your do-

Respect for your Belt Rank and school:

bok and you will not have to be concerned

Sitting with your belt on should only be by

about stains.

directive of the class instructor during class.
This includes walking outside in the public

Before and after class etiquette:

with your belt. **Mr.Miller – I know you
Early for class? Go to the back area and
allow this practice of walking out public and
quietly stretch out. If you are stretched out,
sitting with your belt on, but you did ask me
sit in a respectful manner and meditate to
for my opinion on this topic. This is it. I
prepare for class. Bowing head or full
follow protocol out of respect to you and the
respect bow is permitted without talking.
school.
Silence and respect for the class that is
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Bowing to a known senior belt in public: It

dojos have a long history which is where the

is permitted to bow respectfully to a known

etiquette known today has originated from.

senior belt in public. A subtle nod is

Rei ni hajimari rei ni owaru1 (礼に始まり礼

permitted, however to your Head Instructor

に終わる), ―everything begins and ends

or School Head (Sah Bum Nim) it is

with respect‖.

expected unless the situation does not call
The beginning of respect does not start

for this. (Head Instructor is in private

at the door of the dojo; it begins well before

discussion with another) then a respectful

that. Every individual who is coming to a

bow and keep moving on.

dojo, whether it is for training or visiting,
Thank you again for providing this

should the etiquettes of the dojo. Though

opportunity to give my insight and opinions

visitors may not be aiming to learn the

in this manner to our school. Respectfully

―Way‖ or ―Budo‖, it is customary for them

submitted,

to bow while entering or leaving the dojo, as
it would be appropriate to follow whatever

Vivian Coffey aka Ms Vivian

direction the sensei sets forth for students.
Dojo Etiquette
by Ariel Casey
Aikido – 7th Kyu

Even though this idea is traditional, it is
expected to treat the dojo as though it is the
house of the sensei.

Aside from the pragmatic utility of
martial arts, respect has been a focal point of

Before more modern days, the sensei of

the arts. Respect translates into discipline

a dojo as well as students did reside within

seamlessly, and it is easy to see the

the dojo. Even though this is not the

discipline, self-respect, and overall respect
1

Rei ni hajimari rei ni owaru (礼に始まり礼に終わ
る) is considered a budo saying. (Ito, 2017)

of every individual within a dojo. Japanese
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common practice today, students will have

3. Bow prior to stepping on or off of

to ensure that they are attentive and do not

the mat, if late to class, you must sit

show disrespect to the dojo, sensei, students,

seiza at the mat until invited onto the

or guests. Students’ demeanor and behavior

mat by the instructor. Then you

reflect not only themselves but also reflects

formally bow in the seiza position.

on the teachings at the dojo. In all arts, the

Always bow in the direction of the

underlying goal is to better oneself and

shomen.

eventually become an elevated version of

a. When stepping onto or off of

oneself as the teachings of The Way are set

the mat, the right foot is first.

forth. To reach enlightenment, students

This is to ensure the back is

training must train passionately and with an

not turned to the shomen.

open mind, Mannen Shohō, or ―ten thousand

4. No touching of walls.

years, first step‖2.

5. The students must line up at the
beginning of class, with senior on the

Known Etiquettes list

right to the newest members on the
left.

1. Bow upon entering the dojo or

a. If out of uniform or late, the

exiting the dojo

student sits on the far left

2. No shoes are to be worn on the mat

regardless of rank.

a. Ensure shoes and other

6. When Shomen ni rei3 is called, bow

personal effects are neatly

from the seiza position to the

arranged.

shomen.
2

Mannen Shohō (万年初歩)- always train as if you
are taking your first step; don’t have preconceptions.
(Aikido Schools of Ueshiba, 2016)

3

“Rei” れい means thanking; expression of
gratitude. The instructor may call for Shomeni rei,
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a. Follow the direction of the

10. No rough, boisterous play.

instructor. There is a proper

Dojo Etiquette
by Armen Aperyan – Age 8
Aikido – 7th Kyu

procedure for beginning the
class. This is the ceremony of
a formal bow directed to the

A dojo is a place where you train in

shomen, two claps (in unison

martial arts. I train in Aikido. Dojo etiquette

with the rest of the class),
is how you are expected to perform and
followed by another bow
follow directions in order to show respect to

between the instructor and

your sensei and other students in the dojo.

the students.

Below are some of etiquettes to be followed

7. When watching a demonstration,

while in the dojo you train martial arts in.

sitting seiza or agura (cross legged)
are acceptable.

-While entering the dojo you should
a. At no point should hands
bow to show your respect to sensei
touch the floor/mat.
and other student who have begun

8. Bow when instruction is provided by

training

the sensei or instructor
a. Bow when asking a partner to

-Before leaving the dojo you should

work with you and once
bow to show your respect and
finished
appreciation to sensei and other
9. Always practice respectfully. Do not
student who you have trained with

harm your partner and be humble.
bow to the “front” of the room; Senseini rei, bow to
the sensei; and Otagaini rei, bow to fellow students.
(Wilson, 2010) (Waller, n.d.)
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-After training you should help wash

-You always arrive to training on

the mats for the next training session

time; if you are late to training you

and to keep the dojo respectively

must wait for sensei’s permission to

clean and proper

get on the mat and start to training

-You should bow when getting on

-You should always perform and

and off the dojo mats (training area)

train at 100%

-You should never lean on the walls

-You should always bow before

of your dojo out of respect

performing a move show you
understand and know what is

-You should always pay attention to

expected

sensei when they are performing and
giving instructions

-Thank all the people that you
trained with

-You should keep your voice as low
as possible to stay focused and to

These are some dojo etiquettes you

respect other in training

should follow while training inside of the
dojo. If you follow these dojo etiquettes in

-You should always bow to your

your dojo, you will be a good student and

partner before training and after

you will be respected by your sensei and

training to show your appreciation

other students.

and respect
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Years ago, we published a bulletin

Dojo etiquettes are very important to

with this very topic as the theme of the

follow while in your dojo in order to show

submissions. Back then there was an

your respect, care, and to also thank your

interesting set of students, who really

sensei and other student for training with

needed to be schooled on some very basic
you. As I mentioned these are not all the
etiquettes: namely, personal hygiene. It is

dojo etiquettes, however if you follow them

quite a relief to once again write on the topic

you will become a better student in your

of dojo etiquette, and not have to include

dojo like I am doing.

that particular one in any of my thoughts.

Dojo Etiquette
by Eric Lustig
Aikido – 1st Dan

New Students

Much like cultures throughout the

Typically, new students are given a

world, schools, churches, and every facet of

crash course in basic etiquette: bow toward

life, a dojo will have a set of standards to

the shomen when entering or leaving the

follow. While some fighting and self-

dojo, bow toward shomen when entering or

defense ―arts‖ have deviated from a

leaving the mat. However, there is a bit

traditional approach to rules that should be

more to understand.

followed, it is, in my opinion, crucial for a
When students are lined up,
reputable dojo to maintain a respectful
absolutely do not walk in front of them. On
unwritten set of guidelines for practitioners
occasion this is not possible. On these
to follow.
occasions, bow to the individual and give
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them an opportunity to allow you to pass

Seniors must practice outside of the
dojo. Juniors rely on our knowledge and

respectfully.

dedication to improve. We must demonstrate

Countering a senior is not only

competence in our training and this cannot

disrespectful, but can result in a painful

be accomplished with minimal practice. It

experience that you will likely regret.

also does not hurt to maintain a healthy and

Remember, many seniors are going light on

physically fit lifestyle. Weakness in the dojo

you and can easily counter on your counter.

will show as seniors could very well spend

They may also deliver a friendly atemi that

two hours as uke to Miller-Sensei. Letting

will sting, and follow that up with technique

your health go can affect your ability to

that you have never felt and certainly will

provide what the dojo and instructor need to

not be ready for. Aside from this, it simply

teach students.

is just not a very respectful thing to do.

Children

Remember, you are a guest

While the kid’s Aikido class should

throughout your Kyu rankings. Act like one.

be a fun and exciting experience for a child,

Seniors

it should be taken seriously. Cognitively
Seniors have a responsibility to train

speaking, they are not ready to really

and to help new students develop the skills

understand many of the techniques and

that we developed through the years. Do not

philosophy of Aikido. However, this is not

forget that you too were once a guest, and if

an excuse be disrespectful or rude,

dojo etiquette were non-existent, we would

particularly to Miller-Sensei.

not likely be at the level we are today.
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―look‖ that some parents give their children

Again, while this experience should
be fun, it does not mean that goofing off is

when they are not paying attention. I am

acceptable. This group of children currently

referring to those who literally try to tell

training have an incredible opportunity to

their children how to do a technique from

learn through some experienced and talented

the sidelines. I had a parent in the past try to

peers: namely Talon-san, Kody-san, and

coach me while I was working with his son.

Titus-san. It is disheartening when I see a

Miller-Sensei came over and scolded me for

child working with one of these choose to

the other person talking. I was not happy.

goof around rather than train. When you

Please refrain from loud

walk through that front door, make a choice

conversation. On occasion, I have watched

to train hard and train well.

and listened as parents carry on a
conversation through the entire 45 minute

Parents

kids class. It is particularly annoying and

Without the parents we would not

disruptive when there is no consideration

have the children that make up our kid’s

given to the volume at which the

class. While they may not actively train on

conversation takes place. Please speak in a

the mat, they can be observant and help their

whisper and keep sideline talk to a

children train at home. Being a parent, I also

minimum.

know how important it is to coach your child

Last, please get your children to the

to being a good student.

dojo on time. I know this is with few

Some things to advise: please refrain

exceptions, but this is an opportunity to

from coaching on the sidelines. The experts

teach your child so many valuable tools,

are on the mat. I am not referring to the

from martial arts to punctuality.
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practitioners are relying on your presence so

All

they can train.

Every person in the dojo can use an
occasional reminder when it comes to

While mentioning personal hygiene

etiquette. First and foremost, are you

is not necessarily important with the current

training or is this just another hobby that you

group we have at the dojo, it is worth

will likely turn away from in the next two

mentioning some considerations. For

months? If your answer is the former, then

instance, if you are training that evening, it

show up for class. I am not saying every

might not be a great idea to indulge in that

single class, and for the full two hours every

shrimp with triple garlic sauce you have

single time. I am saying show up when you

been craving from the local Chinese

can. For years, Mike-san has attended class

restaurant. Perhaps you might want to wait

barely once per week for one hour. Yet, he

until tomorrow night for that treat. In short,

is there every opportunity he has and this

be mindful of your diet before you train. No

hour happens to be his only opportunity.

offense, but bad breath in a training setting

Personally, I have a job that occasionally

can be, dare I say…offensive.

prevents me from attending a class. On some

While I am on the ―odor‖ topic,

evenings, I show up after a 12-hour day on

please avoid perfumes, colognes, strong

my feet, only to train for another two hours.

lotions, and even heavy fabric softeners. I,

If you are using ―I don’t feel like it‖ as an

for one, am extremely allergic to many of

excuse to skip training, then find another

the fragrances used in the preceding

hobby. These are the nights that you will

examples. Not only can they cause asthma, a

excel the most. Not to mention that your

scratchy throat, runny nose, sneezing, and

fellow Aikidoka and Tang Soo Do

hives, but have in the past caused severe
14

anaphylactic reactions that can be deadly.

aforementioned and you will experience a

None of these are necessary, as a simple

completely different atmosphere. I have seen

daily shower will keep you hygienically

martial arts programs that are called Cage

acceptable.

Fighting Techniques, Combat Training, and
MMA schools that engage in ―sport‖

Last, and something I have seen

training. In these schools you will find an

dissipate from our traditional practices is the

atmosphere of competition, because the

act of bowing when receiving instruction

point of the training is to be the best. You

from the Sensei or a senior. For example,

will not find many of the etiquette practices

when Miller-sensei instructs the class to

we follow. Nothing against this type of

begin practicing tankan, we should all be

school or training, but at the Center for

bowing before beginning. When he

Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies, our goal is

approaches uke and nage and offers

only to be the best that we as individuals can

refinement, both should bow as he finishes

be. Not the best between two people in a

and before he turns away. On many

cage, on the street, or on the battlefield.

occasions, I see Miller-Sensei bow and not
receive a reciprocal bow from the

Etiquette
by Liam Elliott – Age 11
Tang Soo Do - 5th Gup

practitioners.

Etiquette is important because it’s

All of this may seem excessive. It
may appear that you are being asked to

like special rules. Normal rules are different

idolize the dojo, the shomen, or even the

than etiquette rules because normal rules are

sensei. In reality it is a sign of respect for the

to protect you, to protect other people, or to

history of the art. Venture into a dojo that

protect things, like when you look both ways

does not practice the etiquette

to cross the road. Etiquette rules are to
15

respect other people and be nice and look

when you walk into the Dojang. You must

nice. It is nice for the instructor when you

take your shoes off when you go onto the

pay your dues on time. If you pay them late

mat. This keeps everything clean and nice to

it would be disrespectful. When someone

train on. It is also good etiquette to walk

asks you a question about Master Lee it’s

behind others whenever you can. If you do

nice to be able to answer, so it would be

walk in front of them you can distract them

good etiquette to study Master Lee so that

from what the instructor is saying, and it can

you could give a good answer. It’s good

be impolite. If we didn’t have etiquette, we

etiquette to clean the mats so they look nice

would not be able train as well because it

and they are nice to train on. Everybody

would be hard to focus and think and listen.

should do it, even the instructor.

Etiquette
by Analiese Elliott – Age 8
Tang Soo Do – 5th Gup

It is good etiquette to bow in and out
of the Dojang. You bow onto the mat and

Etiquette is important because

off of it. You always bow to the Jeon Myeon

without etiquette we would be unkind to

(high point). You bow to the instructor if he

each other. Etiquette gives us a sort of set of

bows to you. This is good respect. It is good

rules that help us to be orderly instead of in

etiquette to not wear earrings, rings,

chaos. Some of those rules include not

bracelets, watches, or necklaces because

wearing jewelry. This is because jewelry

they can come off and hurt someone or

could fling off into someone’s eye and hurt

scratch them in free-match or self-defense.

them very badly. A watch could scratch your

This is more like a normal rule because it’s

partner during free match or self-defense.

to protect others, but it’s also a way to show

Another rule is to bow in and out of the

respect. It is polite to take your shoes off

studio and on and off the mat. Bowing is to
16

be respectful to the instructor and other

important. Mr. Miller works hard at Tang

students. Another rule is when you walk in

Soo Do, and etiquette is a good way to show

front of others it is rude. It could block them

him respect.

from what they’re doing or distract them

Etiquette
by Alexandria Elliott – Age 5
Tang Soo Do – 9th Gup

from listening to the instructor. The last rule
I’ll say is that when you come to karate dirty
it shows disrespect to those around you and

Etiquette is stepping on the mat and

it’s rude. All of these rules show us ways

not wearing shoes on the mat. Don’t wear

that we can be kind to each other.

jewelry. When you step on and off the mat
you bow because it’s polite to do. Etiquette

Etiquette
by Jude Elliott – Age 6
Tang Soo Do - 8th Gup

helps us to have a good place to learn karate.
Dojang Etiquette
by Isaiah Bishop – Age 17
Tang Soo Do – 1st Gup

Etiquette is good because you
respect people. You always take off your
shoes when you go on the mat, otherwise it

Going into a Dojang, rules and

will get dirty. When it does get dirty we

regulations are needed to be followed so the

clean it regularly to keep it clean. Write your

students will respect one another along with

papers and come to Master Lee’s memorial

the Sabom in charge. One of those rules is

workout. Come to karate regularly. Never

bowing into the Dojang. Once the door is

chew gum because when you are doing free-

opened, or if it’s outside or without doors,

match-no-contact you could bump into

always bow towards the dojang before

someone and you could choke. Stay at Tang

entering completely. If the student is waiting

Soo Do as long as you can unless you have

for the class to get started or for another

to go somewhere with your parents; that’s
17

class to end, they must stay quiet and

hygienic for all the martial artists to train in.

respectful to the others in the Dojang,

Show respect to ALL students, the Sabom,

including the peers, teacher, and guests. If

and any other higher rank by bowing and

the Dojang has a mat, always bow towards

speaking formally to them while referring to

the floor before entering the mat. The

them as Mr. or Ms. No matter what rank or

bowing is meant to show humility and

skill level any one person is, they should

respect for the art and the people who've

always give respect to everyone who is in

passed it down. If the Dojang requires a

the Dojang for they are a community and a

Dobok, the uniform at some points will be

family and shall be treated as such.

ruffled and in need of straightening. Step

Dojo Etiquette
by Jackson Frokes – Age 8
Aikido – 7th Kyu

away from other students and the Sabom
and fix up the Dobok and get back into

Dojo etiquette is the rules of the

previous position. This again is a show of

dojo. The most important rules are to listen

humility and respect for others in the

to Sensei and bow when the instructions are

Dojang. If one is to tighten up their dobok at

given.

a student or teacher, this shows aggression
and possibly a challenge for ones belt. The

Here are some of the rules: The first

belt must be even on both sides once tied.

rule is to be quite while training, because it

This shows attention to detail while showing

shows respect and if you are talking then

balance in one’s life.

you are not training. The second one is to
bow when entering and exiting the dojo; this

Sabom may tell their students to

shows respect to the dojo. Third is bow

clean the Dojang. Cleaning shows respect

when you are stepping on and off the mats

for the Dojang itself while keeping it
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and you should always bow in the direction

Dojo etiquette is important because

of the founder. Next you should bow when

if we didn’t have it everyone would be

instructions are given because it shows

talking instead of learning and no Aikido

Sensei that listened to the directions and you

would happen.

are ready to do the task. Also you should

Thoughts on Etiquette and Safety
by Kaitlynn Darrow
Tang Soo Do - 2nd Gup

quickly bow to your training partner and line
up when told because you are saying thank
you for training and you shouldn't keep

I am a firm believer that etiquette is

Sensei waiting. When you are sitting and

important to martial art schools and students

watching Sensei demonstrate a technique

because not only does it pay respect to the

you should be sitting in the seiza position.

instructors and fellow students, it also helps

You should never touch the walls or lean on

keep the students safe in both body and

them. When you are practicing Aikido it is

mind. Safety is a major thing in class that we

good to have your Gi clean. After each class

do our best to follow. Even bowing before

we scrub the mats so that the mats are clean

entering the dojang has a part in this. It helps

for the next class. It is important to be a

clear the head and leave everything from the

good uke and a good nage so that you and

day behind, if you’re clear minded, you are

your training partner are learning Aikido.

less likely to injure yourself or others out of

You should not be standing around when

frustration or out of being flustered.

training. You don't want to be late so that

Whenever we participate in one

you have time to warm up and so that you

steps, this is taken to another level. During

are there in time for the ceremony. Always

one steps we follow certain rules for the

follow what Sempai is doing.

safety of both the ―attacker‖ and ―defender‖.
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The very first thing we do is bow to each

are all to help reduce the amount of injuries

other, this helps ensure that both parties

amongst the students, keeping everyone

understand the situation and are paying

safer.

attention to what is going on. We also make

Etiquette is important among one

sure that the higher belts are always the first

steps, but also important in everything else

ones to defend when switching between both

we do as martial artists. Etiquette is in how

roles. This makes it so there is less

we greet the teachers and the other students,

confusion going on as to what to do, and

it’s in how we pay respect to our history,

also pays respect to the other students

how we treat the space we’re training in, and

seniority. The ―attacker‖ will either step

even in how we treat people and nature

back into front stance and ki-yup before

outside of class. Being aware of everyone so

actually going through with the ―attack‖.

you know what rules are being followed,

This repetition allows the other student to

when to bow, and when to move helps

know that there is an attack coming and they

students train their mind to be more aware of

must move out of the line of attack before

the surrounding area. It helps focus the mind

trying to counter. After the ―defender‖

even in stressful situations. As martial

finishes their counter, they ki-yup, letting

artists, this is incredibly important. When

the other student know that they are done

training to the best of our abilities, we have

and it’s safe to move again. This keeps

the potential to hurt many things and people

students from moving too early and

around us. Having that focus trained as well,

accidently getting injured by any unexpected

having the etiquette ingrained into the body

counters or attacks. All of the steps we put

can help focus the possible anger and

into proper etiquette during these activities

frustration caused by others’ actions and the
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outside world. It helps ensure that we never

Training in the dojo is about making

use our art to lash out in anger or fear.

a team of martial artists who work together.

Etiquette helps keep everyone safe in the

I love helping Sensei and Eric-san. I want to

classroom, but it also helps us stay focused

earn my black belt in 9 or 10 years. I love

and aware when we don’t have our

learning new stuff.

instructors and fellow students at our side.

Etiquette
by Louie Turner – Age 15
Tang Soo Do – 5th Gup

Aikido Assignment
by Kody Siska – Age 8
Aikido – 4th Kyu

Etiquette is an extremely important
part of the art Tang Soo Do; it is shown in

What does the dojo mean to me? I
many different forms throughout the art.
like to teach kids how to do techniques that
One of the most common ways etiquette is
Sensei and Eric-san have shown us and also
shown during training is bowing. Bowing is
Sifu mike when he teaches. And I like to be
an important ways to show respect and
with my friends and talk while I do the
manners within the dojang. In order to bow
technique. I need to work on names of my
you must keep your feet together and hands
throws such as sankyo, heaven and earth
at your sides; then bow from the hips at
throw. The technique that I like is where uke
about a 45° angle. After this you may return
is standing and nage is sitting seiza and he
back to your initial stance. An important
or she comes and grabs when nage bows and
factor of etiquette in bowing is to always
uke rolls. And I like to do my jo staff and 22
wait for the person senior to you come up
moves. I love doing Saturdays, so I can learn
from the bow first.
other stuff and my jo staff.
Another factor of etiquette includes
respecting your seniors. This may come in
21

many forms and some examples include:

How To Use Good Dojo Etiquette
by Penny Adams – Age 9
Aikido – 7th Kyu

talk to them using ―sir‖ or ―ma'am‖,
allowing the senior partner begin the first

For many reasons, dojo etiquette is

motion when doing various things, and not

very important. To begin, dojo etiquette can

walking in front of someone senior to you

make the dojo a better place and can

when in getting in line. When in line, it is

increase your chance of learning more. One

important to stay an equal distance between

example is by sitting seiza and paying

the two people to the left and right of you, as

attention to the sensei. This helps a lot

well as keeping your feet in line with those

because you need to pay attention to the

same people based on the front of your toes.

sensei, not only to learn, but to show

When sitting in class it is important to sit

kindness.

correctly. There are two different ways
If you show up late to practice, you

which are acceptable seating positions;

should sit seiza behind the mat, waiting for

having your legs crossed with your back and

the sensei to welcome you. You should

elbows straight and hands touching your

always bow when you enter and exit the

knees is an acceptable seating position.

dojo, and when entering and leaving the

Another includes having your knees down

mat, and to your partners and sensei after

on the ground with both your elbows and

training with them.

back straight and hands on the knees. This
paragraph does not mention the endless

Another example of good etiquette in

amount of etiquette which is used day-to-

the dojo is walking behind the line of where

day, but this gives a good feel for what is

your classmates are sitting, waiting to learn.

done and how to do it.

Walking in front of the line is a sign of
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challenging whoever you walked in front of

you follow these steps, you will have a

and is also disrespectful.

better learning experience.

It is good dojo etiquette to keep the

Dojo Etiquette
by Bastian Adams – Age 5
Aikido – 7th Kyu

dojo clean. It is everyone’s responsibility to
keep the dojo clean (specifically, keeping

Dojo etiquette is important.

the mats clean). When no one else cleans the

Otherwise, you’ll get push-ups. You have to

mat, the dojo becomes dirty and it also

listen to your Aikido teacher. You have to

becomes hard to concentrate.

have your eyes and ears on him and keep
your voice silent. Show respect and be ready

Another example of good dojo

to learn.

etiquette is showing respect by not arguing
with more experienced students who have

Context Matters
by Trevor Weiland
Aikido – 5th Kyu

done the technique before. You should never
argue with a more experienced classmate,

The instructions or ―rules‖ listed in
because if you are not as experienced, you
the Dojo/Dojang Etiquette seem to naturally
will probably be wrong. If you have studied
breakdown into three distinct categories
the technique more than the person you are
based on when and where to apply them.
training with, you can guide them through it.
This reliance on context, however, seems to
But if you are not a senior, you should not
be vital to most aspects of martial art
instruct or correct your partner.
training. Looking at the list, the three
As you can see, dojo etiquette is

identifiable categories are general life

extremely important for many reasons. If

guidelines, full/partial contact rules, and
Aikido/Tang So Do etiquette. The first
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category, the rules that are general life

many students these rules may seem

guidelines apply most of the time when a

obvious, however, some students may just

student is around other people. The second

be learning these social rules (especially the

category, those rules that are common to

younger students) and yet still other students

full/partial contact activities (i.e. martial

may just need reminding of specifics

arts, sports, etc.) apply when close physical

sometimes. Additionally, some students may

contact is either permissible or probable.

come into the training with different habits

The third and final category are the rules

that make training in the communal learning

that are specific to an Aikido or Tang So Do

environment of a dojo/dojang less than

training environments. When examined this

optimal. By codifying the rules in this

way, the distinction between these

category (e.g. clean your uniform/dogi,

categories is important to a student’s growth

clean yourself, and focus on what you are

as both a person (as they live their life) and

doing), it harmonizes all students to the

as a martial artist (as they learn their art).

same customs of behavior regardless of their

However, knowing when and where to apply

personal background or previous habits.

each of the rules is essential to

The second category, those rules that

understanding and applying the etiquette list.

apply to full/partial contact training, are

The first category of rules, those that

rules that apply to any other such training

pertain generally to life, are those rules that

environment as they serve to help to keep all

are applicable all the time but are included

training participants both safer and healthier.

in the list because they facilitate more

It is worth mentioning that the rules in this

focused Aikido or Tang So Do lessons when

category become more important as the

the training time is limited for classes. For

probability of physical contact becomes
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more likely or even expected—as is the case

remove their adult acquired wedding ring

training martial arts in a dojo/dojang. Some

when they start training as an adult.

examples of the rules in this category are

The rules in the third category, those

―Fingernails and toenails should be

that are particular to either Aikido or Tang

trimmed‖, ―...keep the dojo clean...‖, and

So Do training, may serve a practical

―no jewelry should ever be worn during

purpose, may be part of the martial art, or

your training practice‖. Violation of the

may be a combination of both the practical

rules of this category may have immediate

and abstract. The most apparent example of

consequences (such as injuries) or delayed

this category of rules is the formal bowing

costs (like getting sick) in addition to

ceremony that starts and finishes each

whatever corrections from a training partner

Aikido class. While this ceremony

or Sensei/Sabom a student may receive.

absolutely serves to indicate the start of the

Like the previous category, publishing these

class and end of each class, it also serves the

rules helps to both teach those students that

symbolic purpose of paying respect and

are unfamiliar with such rules and to remind

honor to the training facility, the founder,

those that have previously learned them of

and the art. Furthermore, this ceremony can

the particularities and nuances. Additionally,

also provide a student a chance to focus their

life habits change over time and the

mind on the training they are about to

specifics of applying some of these rules

receive- a physical act to further delineate

will change with those habits. For instance,

training time from the rest of their life.

a student familiar with the ―no jewelry rule‖

Again, the context matters for this rule as it

that ingrained this rule as habit participating

is narrowly useful—the particular details of

in youth sports may not remember to

this ceremony, while similar in form and
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concept to other martial arts traditions, has

Dojo Etiquette
by Evan Dedolph
Aikido – 7th Kyu

parts that are specific to Aikido only and
would be strange if applied to start another

When I first starting training Aikido,

martial arts’ training sessions. That is,

I had no idea what its etiquette looked like. I

performing Aikido’s kneeling bowing

slowly started to learn proper dojo behavior

ceremony in a Karate class would probably

and practice through observation of Sensei

not be proper and would probably not be

Miller and my fellow Aikido practitioners

welcomed by that dojo (regardless of

(Aikidoka). Immediately entering the dojo

however much the respectful intent may be

meant a bow towards the front of the room

appreciated—if understood). In the same

where three Japanese symbols ―Ai‖, ―Ki‖,

vein, performing this ceremony, or any

and ―Do‖ hang on a wall above the purple

similar martial arts ceremony, to begin a

mats below. This bow signifies a willingness

work shift would simply be strange and out

to follow the etiquette of Aikido as well as a

of place in most employment. There are a

readiness to train. I recall an instance when I

handful of rules that fall into this category

first started where Sensei needed to correct

and listing these rules is essential, as they

my shoe placement, which meant placing

are unique to the specific art.

them neatly under the bench with the front
of the shoe pointed towards the windows

Like most aspects of martial arts,
context is paramount so it is important to

and the heel pointed towards the mats.

understand these categories and which of

Sensei Miller told me his Sensei could spend

these rules fall into which category to allow

a whole class ensuring that students’ shoes

a student to apply them only when and

are lined up correctly. This illustrated that

where they are appropriate.

participating in these practices and rituals is
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properly participating in the martial art

felt strange, but I reminded myself that

itself; take away the rituals and the art goes

following the customs of a martial art is

with it.

essential.
After I arrive and situate myself, I

Each training session consist in a

walk towards the mat and kneel while facing

variety of different displays of etiquette.

towards the front of the room awaiting

Probably the most commonplace are

Sensei’s approval to enter the mat. After he

kneeling while Sensei Miller teaches a

gestures to me and says, ―dozo‖, I bow again

particular technique, bowing to other

towards the center of the room, and join a

Aikidoka after practicing with them, and

group to train with. At the beginning of a

saying ―thank you.‖ There are other

class, Sensei will clap twice signaling

etiquette practices such as holding a jo staff

students to line up. I walk towards the left

above one’s head when retrieving it from the

side of the lineup signifying my status as a

wall, or bowing in the doorframe before

beginning student. The line is full of people

entering another room. The practices of

with different colored belt rankings, with

Aikido such as bowing and clapping all

lighter belts of white and orange on the left

could be could be compared and contrasted

and darker belts of blue, purple, and black

with the customs or rules of other martial

on the right. Sensei bows saying, ―onegai

arts. Some dojos are probably more

shimasu‖ welcoming students to train for the

traditional in outlook than others. My

next hour and proceeds to show the first

impression is that the Center for Aikido &

technique of the night. Sensei bows, students

Tang Soo Do Studies closely maintains the

clap in unison, and the ritual ends with

rituals from its roots. All Aikido

another bow. I’ll admit that this ritual at first

practitioners must at some point participate
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in dojo etiquette, and participating in the

Etiquette
by Kindra McClellan
Aikido - 4th Kyu

etiquette is to participate in a rich martial
arts tradition.

From chaos comes order. Chaos can
My paper on Dojang Etiquette
by Connor McClellan – Age 11
Tang Soo Do
8th Gup

easily be a standard in many iterations when
you combine people in elevated states,
whether physical or emotional, especially in

Etiquette in the dojang is bowing

a class room setting where we all have

onto the mat and stepping on with your right

different learning styles and speeds.

foot. Etiquette is doing what you’re told to

Etiquette is the order that calms the storm

do when you’re told to do it. Etiquette is

and gives guidance to the less informed.

thanking your partner when you’re done

Through it we are able to recognize and

training with them. Etiquette is the way you

follow the examples of our seniors as well as

do your technique. Etiquette is bowing to

giving those junior to us somewhere to look.

your partner and asking them a favor to train
The need for strong etiquette was

with you. Etiquette is putting effort into life

birthed of a more martial time when a leader

everywhere you go. Etiquette is following

or teacher could easily become a target by

the principles of life. Etiquette is putting in

rival factions. Strict rules made assassination

effort everywhere at every time. Etiquette is

more difficult and gave the intended more

being on time to class or early before it

time to react.

starts. Etiquette is stopping when you’re
supposed to stop.

Modern day etiquette doesn't center
around survivability anymore, but allows us
to make a clear statement of respect. Bowing
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on and off the mat, as well as upon entering

appreciated often have a desire to give more.

the dojo, signifies leaving our day behind

Dojo Etiquette
by Benny Dumakowski – Age 7
Aikido – 3rd Kyu

and being ready to focus on training.
Cleaning the mats in preparation and

Etiquette is important at the dojo

providing a safe space for our sensei and our

where I practice Aikido. It is all about

peers. Lining up in order of our ranks which

respecting the rules and the sensei and the

shows respect to those who have put in the

other people that train with me. The rules

training and time, but also helps us know

are all about respect. To me, respect means

where to look for guidance. We kneel prior

caring about your teacher and the other

to our sensei, showing respect by being

students that you train with.

vulnerable first. Remembering to walk

When you train with other people

behind our peers so we don't interrupt their
view of demonstrations is another form of

you should not ―muscle‖ it, you should use

proper etiquette.

your center. Using your center will help
with etiquette towards other people and help

Etiquette is also an excellent way to

your balance. When you walk into the dojo

show gratitude. We bow before beginning

you bow to the Shomen, line your shoes up

techniques in thanks for the instruction. We

and get ready to use your center! When I

also bow before and after to our partners for

am training in Aikido I try to have a clean

both giving and receiving technique. How

uniform on because it is formal. Just a hint,

we carry ourselves can directly affect our

do not eat in you gi!

ability to learn and the attitudes of those

While I am in class I try to focus on

around us. Thankful, respectful hearts are

what sensei demonstrates, so that I can

easier to teach and teachers who feel
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repeat the technique. If you do not focus on

Dojo Etiquette
by Nea Dumakowski – Age 11
Aikido – 3rd Kyu

him you will not know the technique. One
of the best ways to show good etiquette in

Dojo etiquette is important to

Aikido class is by being very quiet. If you

remember when training in Aikido. When

are not quiet then you will have to do

you come in the door, bow to the Shomen.

pushups! When you are training it is good to

This shows respect to O’Sensei, your sensei,

listen to your sempai you can learn a lot that

and the martial art you are training in. Bow

way. In the dojo you can show good

before you step on to the mats. When you

etiquette by washing the mats after class so

step on the mats you have to be serious and

that they will be clean for the next class.

ready to learn. Always listen to your seniors
and show them respect. While training

Staying in straight lines when we
line up is important because we show

always apply the techniques softly. If

respect that way. It really helps when the

someone you are training with is not

other students follow good etiquette and

applying the technique properly it is best to

have respect for our sensei also. I don’t like

not correct them but redirect them.

it when the classmates slow everything

The dojo can be a place to have fun,

down or make everybody do pushups.

you should not mess around or act

Following good etiquette helps me to take

inappropriately by goofing off. When that

my Aikido very serious. The best thing I

happens, you could get injured or injure

have learned about Aikido is that it is not for

someone else. It is also disrespectful and

fighting, it is for protecting yourself.

distracting. Space is limited when you are
training with a large group of people. You
must be aware of others and your
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surroundings. If your late for class sit seiza

make sure that remember dojo etiquette

on the side of the mat and wait until sensei

when training in Aikido.

lets you on the mat. Having a fighting
The Importance of Dojo Etiquette
by Ben Dumakowski
Aikido – 3rd Kyu

mindset is not proper in the dojo. Aikido is
not about fighting and applied correctly
techniques can hurt. It is important to be

There are several important things to
soft with your uke.
remember while training in Aikido. Keep
When training wear a clean gi.

one point, relax completely, extend ki, and

Don’t eat in your gi because when it is dirty,

weight underside are the four basic

it’s disrespectful to your piers and sensei.

principles. Before you can begin exploring

Make sure that when you put on your gi that

these principles there are several crucial

it is right side out, not inside out. Make sure

things to focus on before you step foot

to wash your gi regularly, if it has stains

through the door. Dojo means ―place of the

bleach it. If you are sick, stay home so that

way‖ in Japanese. Etiquette within the dojo

you get anyone else sick. Make sure to

is a must in order to uphold the traditions of

wash your hands to prevent the spread of

the art. I appreciate the opportunity to train

germs. If you must sneeze while training,

in a dojo that respects Aikido as a traditional

do it into your elbow. You should always

martial art and works to instill a feeling of

try to go to the bathroom before class. If

authenticity while learning. I am glad that

you really need to use the bathroom in class,

our dojo respects the origins and lineage of

then make sure to ask permission from

their instruction.

sensei and don’t wait too long. Always
It’s a simple start, but arriving on
time to class is a respectful beginning.
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Before you enter the dojo you should always

Keeping your mind focused on the quiet

bow at the door to the Shomen and the

aspects will help improve the way you learn

picture of O’Sensei. This shows respect to

and feel Aikido. Proper etiquette is an

the art and teacher. Always bow before

important part of the training and will help

leaving the dojo too. You must always

encourage growth while learning new

remove your shoes, jewelry and watches

techniques. Keeping respectful, practicing

before beginning your training on the mat.

good etiquette and staying humble is sure to

Another bow is necessary before stepping

help your Aikido grow.

onto the mat. When the time has come to

Macro and Micro Disciplines
by Jude Miller
Head Instructor
Tangsoology – 5th Dan, Aikido – 4th Dan

begin class Miller Sensei sits in seiza facing
the Shomen. ―Shomen ni rei‖ bow to the
Shomen to show respect and thanks to

Recently, I have been giving lots of

O’Sensei for developing the art of Aikido.

thought to the discipline that is necessary to

Then we all clap, hopefully in unison.

develop as an authentic and effective martial

Miller Sensei faces his students and we bow

artist/human being. Over the years, my

to him to show respect and thanks for taking

understanding and dedication have changed

time to teach us Aikido. ―Onigaishimasu‖ is

and modified according to my level. I have

the only thing that the students say during

to come better understand the disciplines

the opening of Aikido class.

necessary to develop and have chosen to
classify them as macro-discipline and micro-

It is important to train with good
energy and enthusiasm while at the dojo. It

discipline. I would like to briefly discuss

is also good etiquette to keep conversations

how I see these two general classifications

and verbal instructions to a minimum.

in relation to personal and martial
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development. I must note that the

disciplines before moving on to micro-

accomplishment of both macro and micro

disciplines, in my experience. Macro-

disciplines is not possible without a sincere

disciplines are the most basic and

heart and refined work ethic.

fundamental teachings and form the basis
for all future development. Unfortunately,

Macro-disciplines include the larger

many fail at even following along on this

scale and more obvious practices. These

established and traditionally proven path.

practices include such basic actions as
showing up for class on a regular basis,

Micro-disciplines are far more subtle

following the instructor’s directions,

and nuanced in nature, and require a student

knowing and acting in accordance with the

of the arts to turn inward and seek

studio’s bylaws, knowing the history of the

development from within. Micro-disciplines

arts, etc. In my years, I have found these

are more internal in nature, and they are

macro-disciplines to be far easier to adhere

experienced more than they are ―given‖ or

to beyond the initial motivation it takes to

taught. This goes back to the teaching that

start on the task. Once the initiative is taken

masters are self-made. No one simply

to engage in the macro-disciplines, it is

promotes you to master. The practitioner

simple enough to follow along. Macro-

must find the master within through hard

disciplines are more external in nature.

work, dedication and patience.

Additionally, these macro-disciplines tend to

Examples of micro-disciplines would

be ―given‖ to the student up front. There is

be self-study away from the studio, applying

not a lot of guess work involved. The

the art to their lives in less-obvious and

student follows the teacher’s lead. Students

more subtle ways (i.e. in how you conduct

must first learn and develop macro-

yourself in personal affairs and how you
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treat people), or changing their lifestyle to

within the comfort and safety of the basic

better accommodate their martial and

macro disciplines forever, even with them

personal development. These lifestyle

being fundamental as they are. A

changes include diet, rest patterns, work

practitioner cannot simply jump to micro-

choices, maintaining the proper circle of

disciplines without first having a solid

friends, etc. In my experience, micro-

understanding of the basics.

disciplines are far more difficult to employ,

Freedom
by Jesse Elliott
Tangsoology – 3rd Dan

and are less obvious to notice. They also
tend to be different on some level for each
individual. No one will walk your exact

I had a conversation a couple of

same path. No one really tells you how to do

months ago with Sabom Miller and a few

these things. And if a teacher does tell you,

students. It was about slavery -- no, not the

it doesn’t really connect or resonate until the

horrible slavery of our country’s past -- it

practitioner has experienced it for

was about being enslaved to ourselves. We

themselves. It would not be unfair to say

had been experimenting with our

that there is more ―trial and error‖ and

subconscious behaviour when our mind

experimentation involved in developing

switches to autopilot, sometimes without us

one’s own personal micro-disciplines.

even knowing it. Sabom Miller gave us a
tennis ball to work with and told both the

In order to become a complete and

defender (the one with the ball) and the

authentic martial artist, and even just a better

attacker (the one reaching for the ball) to

human being in general, a practitioner must

keep our eyes attached to the ball. It sounds

learn to cultivate both the macro and micro

easy. It wasn’t.

disciplines. A practitioner cannot only stay
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Everyone took their eyes off the ball

seemingly without our consent, and had to

time and time again. We were enslaved to

put forth significant mental effort to

the way our brains work. The defender

counteract it.

would take their eyes off the ball and instead

Don’t get me wrong, this

watch the attacker without even realizing

subconscious part of our brain is essential.

that they were doing it. In this game of keep-

There is no way we could drive a car on a

away, the defender tended to be more

busy road, play fast paced sports, or even

interested in what the attacker was doing

have a meaningful conversation without it.

even though they were explicitly instructed

Our subconscious makes dozens of

to focus on the ball. On the other hand the

decisions and picks up on subtle cues in a

attacker would take their eyes off the ball as

moment without our even being aware of it.

soon as it changed direction or got too close.

It’s what keeps us sane and even alive in

They would either look at where they

intense and otherwise dangerous situations.

thought the ball was going or they would

But it can also be our enemy. If we are

look at the defender. The point of the

unaware of it, it becomes our master instead

exercise was to show that whoever was able

of an essential tool. Our subconscious can

to keep their eyes focused on the ball would

take over in undesirable ways. Have you

have the stronger center and more effective

ever seen a car slowly veer off course and

technique. But the interesting thing was that

then suddenly overcorrect, swerving wildly

even after we had all experienced that and

back and forth? It’s not pretty and

knew that keeping our eyes on the ball was

sometimes it even ends in the driver’s

to our advantage, we still took our eyes off

demise. This is due to an untrained

the ball. We were being controlled,
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subconscious reacting to danger in the

overreactions are dangerous, and in the

wrong way.

moment we feel out of control. That is what
I meant when I said that we were enslaved,

This was quite obvious in the

or controlled as it were, without our consent.

exercise with the tennis ball. We were

Our subconscious takes over when there

instructed to do one thing, but our

isn’t time to think whether we want it to or

subconscious had been conditioned to do

not. The only way to be free, or in control, is

something else. That conditioning is what

to methodically condition yourself to

we have to be aware of. It’s something that

respond the way you want to respond. We’re

we actually have control over if we want it.

all imperfect, and there will be many times

We have the ability to train our

that you overreact or respond incorrectly to

subconscious to react differently by

a given situation. Just take note when that

practicing the correct response or even just

happens and start to think about how you

by preparing ourselves by simply imagining

should have responded. Repeat that scenario

the situation beforehand -- by conditioning.

in your head considering the desired

This is how we can make our subconscious

response. That’s called conditioning, and it

into a tool instead of our master.

will put you in control next time your
In self-defense situations we have to

subconscious kicks in.

be able to trust our subconscious to make the
right decision because we often don’t have

Balance
by D. Scott Arnold
Head Instructor – Fountain Valley
Martial Arts
Tangsoology – 3rd Dan, Taekwondo – 4th
Dan

time to think before we act. Our reaction
must be calculated and conditioned before
we need it, otherwise it will more likely be
an overreaction. And as you know
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Balance is a common topic among

little sickened, at the direction, or perhaps

martial arts instructors. Whether it is an

―directions‖ our nation is headed. Let me

MMA coach preaching that his competitor

preface this by saying I am happily

have a balance between their striking and

politically independent, and I am NOT here

grappling skills, or a traditional karate

to promote either the Right or the Left. In

instructor imploring her students to develop

fact, the problem, as I see it, is that too many

good balance through strong stances, so the

people have picked their side and don’t want

techniques can achieve proper focus and

to hear anything that contradicts their

power, the word ―balance‖ is often heard in

position. To illustrate this point, I am going

training halls.

to take on the topic of homelessness in
Colorado.

More philosophic instructors will

For those of you don’t know,

take it a step a further and discuss how the
Yin/Yang (Um/Yan) represents the different

Colorado’s homeless population is at an all

aspects of training that need to be kept in

time high. Though getting accurate numbers

balance. Mental and physical. Hard and soft.

is difficult, it is safe to say that this

Fast and slow. Internal and external. Etc.

population has grown by at least 30% (more

Since this paper will be read primarily by

depending on who you listen too) over the

people who have at least as good of a grip

last 12-15 years. This rapid growth has

on this as myself, I am going to look at

pushed the issue into the spotlight and has,

balance from another standpoint: balance in

sadly, amplified the divide in members of

society.

the community into two camps.

At the risk of sounding like a
disgruntled old man, I am concerned, and a
37





Camp #1: Homelessness isn’t a

My personal struggle is that I find

choice. These people are

both of these ideals to be true! I try not to be

disadvantaged and need our help.

judging and harsh, but I do believe in

Camp #2: These people are lazy

personal accountability. I want to help those

freeloaders. They could get a job and

who are in need, but I am tired of people

provide for themselves if they

making excuses for their actions. It is really

wanted to. They just want to get

no different than if someone assaults us. We

drunk or high.

need to balance the severity of the assault
with our response, both physically and

Which one is correct? Or, perhaps,
legally.
which one is more accurate? As martial
I believe that these are the same

artists, we must endeavor to look at the issue
dispassionately and do our best to find a

basic issues that the fabled author of the Tao

balance. Really, it is no different than a

Te Ch’ing, Lao Tzu, referred to when he

hundred other issues that boil down to two,

decided to leave society because he was

seemingly opposed, ideals.

―sick at heart from the ways of men.‖ In my



mind’s eye, I can see the people of his day
Ideal #1: People struggle. We should
doing all of the same things that we are
be helpful and forgiving.



guilty of today. Specifically, being really
Ideal #2: People need to be
good at holding other people accountable,
responsible. When someone harms
while wanting understanding and
society, they should be held
forgiveness for our own shortcomings
accountable.
(making excuses). Ideally, we would handle
situations exactly the opposite of this. We
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would hold ourselves to high standards

discipline. The history to be learned and

while being as forgiving and understanding

studied can be easily found on the internet,

as possible towards others.

libraries, and martial arts schools. Histories
can include articles or books that founders

Obviously, this is not a new issue.

have written, current martial art schools that

Religious and philosophic texts throughout

acknowledge and teach their instructors’

history have done their best to tackle this

lineage on web sites, Wikipedia, word of

same topic. As martial artists who have

mouth, etc… Some of this information to be

studied balance in depth, and seen the truth

studied is not only about the people who

of it in our training, I believe we have an

developed it (including the dates, location,

obligation to teach this lesson of balance.

and current events of the time) but also in

We will all have our political and personal

how and why the technique evolved over the

leanings, but if we teach our students to

years to become what is practiced today.

work towards personal high expectations,
while also showing the importance of grace

Mudo, also called Budo (martial

and helping others, we can do our part to

way), is derived from the Japanese term,

bring a little more balance (and therefore

Bushido (the way of the warrior). In 1603,

harmony) to society.

the Tokugawa Shogunate unified Japan and
brought an end to their civil war. Samurai

Roots of Mudo
by Gihan Fellah
Instructor – Sun Valley Tang Soo Do
Tangsoology - 3rd Dan

were then prohibited from wearing their
swords. Bushido was practiced as a way to
kill an opponent, but because of the peace,

Understanding the roots/history of

Budo was developed as a way to teach

one’s chosen martial arts practice is essential
to attaining a deeper connection to their
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effective martial techniques in a safe

These techniques were based on opposing an

manner.

opponent’s power and required some
physical strength to perform effectively.

[1] In Korea, during the Japanese

The techniques were later polished by

occupation that started in 1910, Japan

O’Sensei by using the principle of Awase

banned Koreans from practicing their native

(to come together). [2] Alexander Sensei

martial arts. By 1936, Hwang Kee (Kwan

wrote in AWASE-The Principle of Aiki,

Jang Nim) had mastered the styles of Subak

―O’Sensei modified these techniques by

and Taekkyon and was sent to Manchuria by

subtly changing directions so that the

the Japanese. From there, he literally scaled

opposition was eliminated and the initial

the Great Wall of China and entered China

movements always merge into the direction

where he studied under Master Yang the

of the attack.‖ Because of this refinement,

northern Chinese style of Kung Fu (Nei-ga-

anyone could practice these techniques

ryu). After WWII, he returned to Korea

regardless of strength, age, or gender.

where he formed one of the 5 original
Kwans, Moo Duk Kwan. Here is where the

Grandmaster Lee also used the

founder of our art, the late Grandmaster

history of Moo Duk Kwan to refine and

Jong H. Lee, learned the foundations for

develop Tangsoology. He used his

forming modern day Tangsoology.

knowledge of Soo Bak Do and the
traditional Japanese forms to develop new

Currently, I am studying for my 3rd

Hyung unique to Tangsoology. Also by

Kyu test in Iwama Aikdo. The curriculum

subtly changing the way set ups for blocks

for this test is based on the history of

are done; he added elements of both striking

Aikido, in other words, the techniques

and defense into them.

O’Sensei learned from Ju-Jitsu Daito-Ryu.
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In all of these examples a
Grandmaster used their martial roots to learn
Speed

from and refine their art. In this way, we all

Execution

benefit from their diligence and knowledge.
Pillars of MA
Technique
[1]
Accuracy can be defined as, ―the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tang_Soo_Do

quality or state of being correct or precise.‖

[2] www.Iwama_Aikido.com/articles/awase

Speed can be defined as, ―the rate at which
The Three Pillars of Martial Arts
Technique
by Mike Parenteau
Head Instructor – Tangsoology Institute
of Longmont
Tangsoology – 5th Dan

someone or something is able to move or
operate.‖ Finally, execution, in this context,
can be defined as, ―the carrying out or
putting into effect of a plan, order, or course
of action.‖

―Technique‖ can be defined as, ―a

The idea here is simply this: If you

skillful or efficient way of doing or
achieving something.‖ In any endeavor,

try to overly focus on two (or even one!) of

whether it is the practice of Do, playing a

the concepts, you most likely will not have

musical instrument, running or jumping, the

access to the third. For example, if you

practitioner needs to be cognizant of three

overly concern yourself with the execution

major pillars of technique. Look at the

and accuracy of a technique, then you will

diagram below:

most likely not perform with speed. If you
try to overly Execution
focus on speed and accuracy,

Speed

your execution will suffer.

Accuracy
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Tangsoology and the practice of Do

intellectual/mental and physical abilities.
Yet another benefit…

requires balance. By being mindful of all of
these points equally, we can work to achieve

It suffices to say that training with balance

a balance of all three ―pillars‖. Essentially,

and being aware of the three pillars can go a

one could think of a point in the center of

long way in improving one’s Tangsoology

the triangle as the ultimate balance in the

practice. The nice thing is that this concept

practice of Do.

can be extended to many other facets of life.

One instance of balance comes to
mind from our credo. We talk about
improving our spiritual, intellectual/mental
and physical faculties. So, you can imagine
that if you focus too much on one or two of
the aspects of Tangsoology, then you could
fall short of the third.
Thinking about the three pillars
above, I think the practice of hyung provides
a great framework to practice the three
elements of technique. Sure, you can
practice a single technique, but where do
you get to practice numerous techniques,
along with balance, different stances, etc.?
On top of that, the practice of hyung also
allows the cultivation of our spiritual,
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